
Don't Wait For Your Puppy To Tell You

House 
Training 
Your Puppy

Understand When Your Puppy Needs To GoFirst thing in the morningLast thing at nightWaking up after a napAfter a burst of excitement or playAfter eating / drinkingApproximately every hour 

 
 

 

Most accidents happen when owners expect their puppy

will tell them they want to go to the toilet.

 

As your puppy gets older they will learn, so don't worry.

Puppies have small bladders so need to toilet frequently

To set them up for success we need to
recognise their needs before they doFollow these tips to help set you both up for success



Add A Cue Word

Put Them On A Lead 

Carry your pup or Take them out on a lead to a quiet spot.

By taking your puppy out on a loose, light lead

not only gets them used to being clipped onto a lead but you can keep a watch

on them to make sure your puppy doesn't 'forget' to go.

 Puppies can get easily distracted with the new and exciting stimuli in the

garden.
 

 

When you are at your designated

spot put in a verbal cue of your

choice eg: 'hurry up'

Create a Zen Zone

Puppies do not like toileting in their bed area. 

By creating a nice place that is used to sleep and relax in (like a

crate) will instil their natural instinct to toilet in a separate area

- Ideally outside keeping the sleeping area clean.

 

 Allowing  your puppy to toilet outside in your garden is fine

 even if they are not fully vaccinated.
By only teaching your puppy to toilet indoors

  before they experience toileting outdoors can make toilet

training a long and frustrating process.

It's Ok  Let Them Toilet Outside



What If They Have An Accident?
 

Your puppy will inevitably have the odd accident. They are still babies

and learning all the time. Don't make a big deal of it and don't scold

them. They haven't done it out of spite, or on purpose. Get some

enzymatic cleaner and take it as information for you. It could be that it

was some time since they had gone out.

Read Their Body Language:

Learn to watch your pup’s body language and behaviour 

just prior to needing a toilet break.

Look out for the following clues:

• A break in concentration • Sniffing • Circling • Pacing • Whimpering

As your puppy gets older this will help you predict when a toilet

break is needed, allowing you time to take them out.

 

Make sure you reward their success 

Puppies will do more of what gets rewardedReward For Going Outside
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